We make a theoretical study of the J/Ψ decays into ωππ, φππ, ωKK and φKK using the techniques of the chiral unitary approach stressing the important role of the scalar resonances dynamically generated through the final state interaction of the two pseudoscalar mesons. We also discuss the importance of new mechanisms with intermediate exchange of vector and axial-vector mesons and the role played by the OZI rule in the J/Ψφππ vertex, quantifying its effects. The results nicely reproduce the experimental data for the invariant mass distributions in all the channels considered.
Introduction
The J/Ψ decay into a pseudoscalar meson pair and a vector meson has been claimed to be one of the most suited reactions to study the long controversial nature of the scalar mesons, and much work in this direction has been done both theoretically [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and experimentally [7] [8] [9] [10] . The nature of the scalar mesons is controversial and the interpretation asmesons or as meson-meson molecules has mainly centered the discussion [11] . When trying to extract the physical properties of the scalar resonances from experimental data, one has to be extremely careful in fitting the theoretical models to the data since the 'bumps' or 'peaks' in the invariant mass distributions are much influenced by the particular dynamics of the production mechanisms. For instance, the f 0 (980) peak in the φ → π 0 π 0 γ decay is distorted with respect to its shape in other reactions, because gauge invariance of the production mechanisms introduces a factor of the photon momentum which vanishes at the highest ππ invariant mass, and grows fast as this mass decreases passing through the f 0 (980) peak [12] [13] [14] . Other sources of distortion appear due to interferences with other mechanisms or non trivial effects due to the proximity of thresholds [14, 15] .
experiments.
2 The model for J/Ψ → V P P decay
We proceed to construct our model by addressing different mechanisms which, by analogy to other physical processes previously studied, can significantly contribute to the J/Ψ → V P P decays up to P P invariant mass of around 1.2 GeV, where the scalar resonances σ and f 0 (980) play a very important role. Following the framework of the chiral unitary approach, we will implement the final meson-meson state interaction in order to generate dynamically the scalar resonances involved.
First of all let us define the nomenclature we will use for the kinematics along this work: the decay we are considering is
with ǫ * and ǫ the polarization vectors of the J/Ψ and the final vector meson respectively. The expression of the differential decay width with respect to the invariant mass of the two pseudoscalars in the J/Ψ rest frame can be evaluated as
where M is the J/Ψ mass, M I is the invariant mass of the two pseudoscalars, ω i the on-shell energy of the corresponding particle, Θ the step function and cosθ = (M −ωq−ω 1 ) 2 −m 2 2 −| q| 2 −| p 1 | 2 2| q|| p 1 | , whereθ is the angle between p 1 and q. The t-matrix can be expressed as t ≡ ǫ * µ ǫ ν t µν (3) and therefore the polarization sum is
In the next subsections we evaluate the different contributions to the amplitude.
The J/ΨP P V vertex with meson loops
The first mechanisms to be considered are those involving a direct coupling of the J/Ψ to the two pseudoscalars and the vector, implementing the final state interaction of the pseudoscalars pair, as is depicted in Fig. 1 for the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − channel. The thick dot in Fig. 1 means that one is considering the full ππ(KK) → π + π − tmatrix, involving the loop resummation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation of Ref. [19] and no just the lowest order ππ(KK) → π explicitly included in the model but they appear naturally as poles in the meson-meson scattering amplitude [19] . For the evaluation of these diagrams we need to know the vertex accounting for the transition of the J/Ψ into a vector meson and a pseudoscalar meson pair. We will consider the pseudoscalar pair having the vacuum quantum numbers, J P C = 0 ++ , since, as mentioned in the introduction, the J/Ψ decays considered in the present work are dominated by the scalar sector at the energies that we are interested in. Similarly to what is done in Ref. [4] we write a contact term of the form
where Ψ µ , V µ and φφ ′ are the fields of J/Ψ, vector and pseudoscalar mesons respectively, which according to Ref. [4] is accurate enough since any other possible structures containing derivatives of the fields provide small momentum dependences, given the large J/Ψ mass.
The relative weights between the different channels can be obtained using SU(3) arguments in the following way: the physical meson-meson states can be decomposed in terms of the basis states of the singlet (S 1 ), symmetric-octet (S 
where we have also used a minus sign in the phase of the π + and K − states. From Eq. (6), and with the Wigner-Eckart theorem in mind and taking into account that the J/Ψ can be considered as a SU(3) singlet, it is direct to write the following matrix elements: relation would point out to a necessary deviation from the OZI rule. This is something to be expected since this rule is only well founded for the large N c limit of QCD and the 0 ++ sector is not well described in this limit. In Ref.
[4] a different approach was followed parametrizing the Lagrangian in terms of a scalar source S which plays the role of the pseudoscalar pairs with scalar quantum numbers in our model, and this scalar is written in terms of quark fields asΨ
and
In this way, the λ φ parameter accounts for the relative weight of the non-strange quark content of the scalar sources. Therefore it quantifies the OZI rule violation in the case of two pions in the scalar channel connected to the φ and the J/Ψ. In Ref. [4] the following relations of the quark-antiquark operators in terms of the meson-meson fields were obtained from the mass term of the lowest order ChPT Lagrangian, (see that reference for details):
where the dotted points represent higher order in the meson fields. The small non-strange content of the pions is clearly manifest in the last of these equations since the pion fields would appear at higher orders in the meson fields. Introducing the octet and singlet scalar sources, V 8 and V 1 respectively, the Lagrangian for the contact term interaction can be expressed asĝ
with ν an unknown parameter accounting for the relative weight between the singlet and octet couplings, which in Ref. [4] is related to the λ φ parameter of Eq. (11) . One can introduce the scalar sources S ω and S φ in an analogous way to Eq. (8):
where in a quark model language, consistently with the transformation properties under SU(3), we can write:
Combining Eqs. (12) , (13) , (14) and (15) one obtains the following amplitudes for the different contact terms involving the J/Ψ, one vector and two pseudoscalars:
and g ≡ĝB 0 where B 0 is the constant appearing in the mass term of the chiral Lagrangian [25] . In these amplitudes g and ν (or equivalently the OZI violation parameter λ φ ) are the two free parameters. Note that the exact accomplishment of the OZI rule would require λ φ = 0 (see Eq. (11)), and consequently ν = 1, and therefore it would imply the third equation of Eqs. (16) to be zero.
Comparing Eqs. (9) and (16) it is immediate to see the equivalence between the two different treatments of the SU(3) symmetry by writing
The treatment of Eqs. (5) to (9) is very intuitive and easy while the one from Eqs. (11) to (17) has the virtue of expressing the amplitudes directly in terms of the OZI rule violating parameter. In order to favour comparison of our results with those of Ref. [4] , we shall adopt their nomenclature, using g and λ φ as free parameters instead of t 1 and t 8 .
All this said, we can already write the amplitudes for the diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 for all the channels of concern in the present work:
In Eq. (18) G ππ and G KK are the ordinary two meson loop functions regularized by means of a cutoff of the order of 1 GeV, t with the techniques of the chiral unitary approach of Ref. [19] . Note that the meson-meson scattering amplitudes have been factorized on shell out of the loops as was justified in Ref. [19] . In Eq. (18) we have also taken into account that
where the unitary normalization for the states of Ref. [19] has been used.
Sequential vector and axial-vector meson exchange mechanisms: tree level
Previous works on ρ, ω [22, 26] and φ [14, 27, 28] decays into two pseudoscalars and one photon, showed that the mechanisms where the initial vector meson decays into a pseudoscalar and another vector meson, and this latter one decays itself into a pseudoscalar and one photon, play an important role. The strong analogy with the decays studied in the present work suggests to study the role played in these J/Ψ decays by these kind of mechanisms, not previously considered in other works. On the other hand, the strong meson-meson scattering of the final pseudoscalar mesons, specially in the scalar channel, which we will discuss in subsection 2.3, makes definitively necessary their study. In what follows we will explicitly discuss the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − channel, referring to the Appendix for the formulae of the other channels since they are analogous.
In Fig. 2 the two allowed diagrams at tree level for the sequential vector meson exchange are depicted, including the notation for the momenta.
For the evaluation of the vector-vector-pseudoscalar (VVP) vertex we use the same Lagrangians as in [22, 23] 
where means SU(3) trace, G = 0.016 MeV −1 and V (P ) are the usual vector (pseudoscalar) SU(3) matrices. In an analogous way, we can use the following Lagrangian for the J/ΨV P vertex:
where in the last step the J/Ψ field, SU(3) singlet, is factorized out of the SU (3) trace.
From the experimental J/Ψ → V P decay widths from the PDG [29] , we obtain the numerical value of the coupling constant with its error: G = (1.44 ± 0.05) × 10 −6 MeV −1 , with the overall sign unknown. The uncertainties coming from the sign and the experimental errors will be discussed in the Results section.
With the Lagrangians of Eqs. (20) and (21), the amplitude for the diagrams depicted in Fig. 2 reads
where
In Ref. [14] the important role of the analogous mechanisms considering the exchange of an axial-vector meson with J P C = 1 +− or 1 ++ was shown. In Table 1 we show the particles of these octets. In addition one has to consider the mixture of the K 1B and K 1A states to give the physical K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400) states:
with α ≃ 45 degrees 1 . In the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − decay, the mechanisms are equivalent to those of Fig. 2 substituting the intermediate ρ meson by the b 1 (1235). The non negligible contribution of these new mechanisms was already pointed out in Ref. [3] . For the evaluation of these diagrams we need the couplings of the axial-vectors to one vector and one pseudoscalar and the J/Ψ to one axial vector and one pseudoscalar. For the first one we use the phenomenological Lagrangian proposed in Ref. [24] which successfully describes the experimental branching ratios of one axial-vector decay into one vector plus one pseudoscalar and was used in [14] in radiative φ decay. This Lagrangian is:
with D = −1000 ± 120 MeV; F = 1550 ± 150 MeV and B and A are the SU(3) matrices, in the tensor formalism of [31] , containing the octet of 1 +− and 1 ++ respectively. In this tensor formalism the fields W µν ≡ V µν , B µν , A µν are normalized such that
In addition the propagators with the tensor fields are given by [31] < 0|T {W µν W ρσ }|0 >= iD µνρσ = (26)
For the vertex involving the J/Ψ, one axial and one pseudoscalar meson we can replace in Eq. (24) V µν by the J/Ψ field, Ψ µν , where, since Ψ µν can be considered as an SU(3) singlet, it factorizes out of the SU(3) trace. Therefore we have
since [A µν , P ] = 0. In Eq. (27) we have obtained that there is no direct coupling of the J/Ψ to the octet of 1 ++ axial-vector mesons and one pseudoscalar, something that is in agreement with the absence of experimental evidence of these decays [29] . This makes us confident in the phenomenological reliability of the Lagrangian of Eq. (27) . From the PDG experimental values of the J/Ψ decay into an axial-vector meson and a pseudoscalar we obtain D = 2.12 ± 0.24 MeV, with an overall undetermined sign which will be discussed in the Results section.
With the Lagrangians of Eqs. (24) and (27) , the amplitude for the tree level sequential mechanism with the exchange of an axial-vector meson is
plus the crossed term, with P ′ instead of P .
Figure 3: Sequential vector meson exchange diagrams with final state interaction of pions 
Final state interaction in the sequential vector and axialvector exchange mechanisms
Since the meson-meson interaction is strong in the region of invariant masses relevant in the present reaction, specially in the scalar channel, we next consider the final state interaction of the two pions in the sequential vector meson mechanism (see Fig. 3 ) but also with kaons in the intermediate states (Fig. 4) . Again the thick dot in Figs. 3 and 4 means that one is considering the full meson-meson to ππ t-matrix, involving the loop resummation of the BS equation of Ref. [19] and not just the lowest order amplitude.
To evaluate these diagrams we need to calculate the loop functions containing a vector and two pseudoscalar meson propagators. The evaluation of these three meson loop functions was done in Ref. [14] . We summarize here the main steps:
given the structure of the terms in Eq. (22) we must evaluate the loop integrals
where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the pseudoscalar mesons of the loops and P is the momentum of the vector meson in the loop.
For simplicity we evaluate these integrals in the reference frame where the two meson system has zero momentum. In this frame the J/Ψ and ω trimomentum are the same, q. At the end we will boost back the t µν -matrix to the J/Ψ rest frame where the phase-space integration and the polarization vectors sum is done.
Given the momentum structure of Eqs. (28) and (22), we need the following integrals, which for dimensional reasons we write as
where D 1 , D 2 , D 3 are the three meson propagators of Eq. (29) and the momenta are in the dimeson rest frame. Analytical expressions for the P 0 integration in Eq. (30) can be found in the Appendix of Ref. [14] . The d 3 P integral is evaluated numerically by means of the same cut off, of the order of 1 GeV, which has been used to regularize the two meson loop in the meson-meson interaction.
With the structure of Eq. (22) and the substitutions of Eq. (30), one can already evaluate the amplitude t µν for the diagrams of Fig. 3 which, after the proper boost transformation to the J/Ψ rest frame and after some calculations, reads as
The matrixt ′µν is the proper Lorentz tensor in the J/Ψ rest frame, although for convenience (since the functions I i are evaluated in the dimeson rest frame) we write thet ′µν components in terms of the dimeson rest frame momenta given by
(33) For the kaon loops with exchange of a K * vector meson, Fig.4 , the corresponding expression for the t-matrix, is
where we must bear in mind thatt ′µν has the same structure as in Eq. (32) but the masses and widths of the particles are correspondingly changed.
In an analogous way, we can evaluate the same kind of diagrams but with an intermediate axial-vector meson instead of a vector meson both for pion and kaon intermediate loops.
The diagrams are thus the same as Fig. 3 but substituting ρ by b 1 and the same as Fig. 4 substituting K * by K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400). Given the different momentum structure of Eq. (28) with respect to Eq. (22), the t-matrix is slightly different, giving
Given the Lorentz covariance of the factor (q * · qg µν −q µ · q * ν ), coming from the (ǫ * · ǫ q * · q − ǫ * · q ǫ · q * ) term in Eq. (28), it can be already evaluated with the momentum variables of the J/Ψ rest frame, that is, q * = (M, 0, 0, 0),
, | q| = q 0 2 − m 2 ω . For thet ′µν part, which comes from the part of Eq. (28) that contains a propagator, we still resort to evaluate it in the dimeson rest frame and boost it to the J/Ψ rest frame. Hence, by analogy to Eq. (32), we havẽ
, where in this case the momenta appearing in the expression are those of the dimeson rest frame, Eq. (33). As mentioned before, the I i integrals have to be evaluated with the appropriate masses and widths of the corresponding mesons in the loops.
For the diagrams with kaon loops and K 1 (1270) intermediate exchange, the expression for the t-matrix, obtained in an analogous way, is
In Eq. (37), c ≡ cos(α) and s ≡ cos(α) are the cosinus and sinus of the mixing angle, α, between the isospin 1/2 members of the axial-vector octets to give the physical K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400) states, Eq. (23) . For the diagrams with K 1 (1400) intermediate state the amplitude is the same but changing m K 1 (1270) → m K 1 (1400) , F → −F , c → s and s → c and replacing the masses and widths of the K 1 (1270) by those of the K 1 (1400) in the evaluation oft ′µν .
The expressions for the amplitudes of all the mechanisms corresponding to the other channels, (J/Ψ → ωKK, φπ + π − , φKK), are given in the Appendix.
Results
In the model described so far, the only unknown parameters are the overall strength, g, of the mechanisms of Fig. 1 containing the direct J/ΨP P V vertex, (which we will call in what follows "direct" terms), and the OZI rule violation parameter, λ φ , (see Eq. (18)). The other constants and couplings appearing in the model are theoretically fixed or obtained from direct decays with the PDG values, and their experimental uncertainties will be taken into account when evaluating the theoretical error bands of our results. Therefore, there is no freedom in the mechanisms different to "direct" terms in the sense that its strength and shape is fixed, up to some sign which will be discussed below. Taken this into account, the philosophy is to fit the full model to invariant mass distributions of the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − and J/Ψ → φπ + π − decay channels to obtain the two free parameters. The experimental data for J/Ψ → ωπ + π − is taken from BES [7] and DM2 [8] experiments. For J/Ψ → φπ + π − the data has been taken from DM2 [9] and MARK-III [10] experiments. In most experiments the mass distributions are given in arbitrary units. However, it is possible to find the absolute normalization from information given in the papers or by using the branching ratios for each channels from the PDG, given the fact that the experiments provide the data in the full range of invariant mass allowed. This we have done in the present work and is a novelty with respect to former works on the issue. The fact that all mechanisms in our approach, except the "direct" mechanisms, have a fixed strength forces us to carry a fit to absolute data to make meaningful the extracted values of the parameters of the "direct" mechanisms.
Apart from the freedom due to the g and λ φ parameters, we have the uncertainty in the signs of the J/ΨV P and J/ΨAP couplings, G and D respectively. This uncertainty reflects in our model in only the relative sign between G and D. This is the case in the decays we are studying in the present work since the relative sign with g is absorbed in the g itself, which is a free parameter. Therefore, given also the uncertainty in the overall sign of the full amplitude, we will consider D to be positive and will explicitly discuss the cases with G > 0 and G < 0.
We will consider invariant dimeson masses up to ∼ 1200 MeV since this is approximately the maximum range of applicability of the chiral unitary approach techniques used in the evaluation of the meson-meson final state interaction throughout this work. In the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − channel the tail of the f 2 (1270) meson influences the region of high invariant masses and then is the only source of background which is not generated by our theoretical model. Therefore we have phenomenologically included this resonance by fitting an f 2 (1270) Breit-Wigner, convoluted by the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − phase space, to the f 2 (1270) peak (not shown in the figures) of the BES and DM2 data, and then we have added it to dΓ/dM I . This incoherent sum is accurate enough since the f 2 (1270) meson is a D-wave and does not interfere with the scalar f 0 (980) which dominates the process at these energies.
We have obtained the two following results for the fits to the J/Ψ → ωπ
for G > 0 : g = 0.032 ± 0.001 ; λ φ = 0.12 ± 0.03 ; ( χ 
The theoretical uncertainties given in the results of the fits in Eq. (38) are a rough but safe estimates of the statistical errors of the fit. Actually, we have obtained a strong correlation between the two parameters, (given by the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrices), and therefore the uncertainties given in Eq. (38) are a conservative error bound extracted from the confidence ellipse of the fit. The results obtained in Eq. (38) show clearly λ φ = 0, and reasonably smaller than 1, which quantifies the OZI rule violation discussed in the present work. It is worth comparing the λ φ values obtained in the present work with the one obtained in Ref. [4] , λ φ = 0.17 ± 0.06, which falls in the middle of our two solutions. The new mechanisms that we have introduced have definitely a relevant role in the process, but it is also rewarding that in spite of the uncertainties in the sign of G, the values of λ φ obtained are qualitatively similar, and also similar to the value found in Ref. [4] .
In Fig. 5 we show the two results of the fits of Eq. (38) for the invariant mass distribution of the two pions in comparison with the experimental data. With the solid line we show the solution of Eq. (38) for G > 0 and with dashed line the solution for G < 0. The theoretical curves have to be averaged over the experimental bins since it can be specially important in the region of the f 0 (980) meson because of the narrowness of the distribution. We have checked that this bin average decreases the peak in the f 0 (980) region in the φππ channel in around 15% and smooths a little bit the curve at these masses in the ωππ channel, but we have not plotted it for simplicity. We observe that there is a fair agreement with the experimental data for both decay channels. Specially interesting is the good agreement in the small bump appearing in the region of the f 0 (980) meson in the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − which had not been considered before in previous theoretical works. In Fig. 5 we can see that both solutions give a very similar final result, but the contributions of the various mechanisms, specially the "direct" terms, is quite different in each case as it can be seen in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 we show the different contributions to the invariant mass distribution coming from the various mechanisms considered in our model. For the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − channel the lines represent: "direct" terms for G > 0 (long-dashed line), "direct" terms for G < 0 (solid line), sequential vector meson exchange at tree level (short-dashed line), pion loops of sequential vector meson exchange (dash double-dotted line), kaon loops of sequential vector meson exchange (dash-dotted line), loops of sequential exchange of K 1 (1270) (double-dash dotted line), tail of the f 1 (1270) (dotted line). The intermediate b 1 meson contribution is too small to be visible in the plot and then it has not been included in the figures. For the J/Ψ → φπ + π − channel the nomenclature of the lines is the same but the doubledash dotted line represents the K 1 (1400) exchange contribution, the sequential vector meson exchange at tree level and with pion loops are not plotted because they give a small contribution and the f 2 (1270) does not give contribution. The two solutions for the "direct" terms (for G > 0 and G < 0) look very different both in shape and in strength, indicating the important role of the g and λ φ parameters because of the strong and non trivial interferences of the "direct" terms with the other mechanisms. In the ωππ channel, for G > 0 the interference with the rest of diagrams is mainly destructive and for G < 0 it is constructive. In the φππ channel the interferences are the other way around. Specially crucial is the interference between all the mechanisms in the f 0 (980) region, since many diagrams contribute to it due to the final meson-meson state interaction. Therefore it is not trivial to reproduce the good strength and shape in the f 0 (980) region. It is important to stress again that there is no freedom in the extra mechanisms besides the "direct" terms. Therefore, their strength and shape are crucial in order to determine the free parameters of the "direct" terms when the fit with the full model to the mass distribution with absolute normalization is performed.
Special attention and discussion deserves the low mass region in the ωππ channel: the visible bump at ∼ 500 MeV has been claimed in the literature to be a direct effect of the σ meson, but we will see that one has to make a very careful analysis if one wants to extract the physical σ mass and width from this reaction. In previous analyses of the DM2 data [1, 8] the authors used two s-wave Breit-Wigner plus polynomial shapes ignoring their mutual interference. In the analysis of Ref. [7] using the BES data, a slightly modified BW shape was used but without considering possible interferences with other terms. We will see in the following that the correct shape of the bump at lower energies comes mainly from a subtle interference of the t I=0 ππ,ππ amplitudes of Fig. 1b) with the contact term of Fig. 1a) . In Fig. 7 we plot the modulus squared of G KK t I=0 KK,ππ (dashed-dotted line), G ππ t I=0 ππ,ππ (solid line) and 1 + G ππ t I=0 ππ,ππ (dashed line). In the unitary chiral models, the scalar mesons appear as poles in the second Riemann sheet of the t M M,M ′ M ′ scattering amplitude in the scalar-isoscalar channel [16, 19] . Actually the f 0 (980) appears in the 987−i14 MeV position and the σ meson in 445 − i221 MeV, but its physical mass, given by the distribution in the real axis, is around 600 MeV because of the large width and the complicated distribution in the complex plane of the σ meson pole [16] . Therefore the σ bump would be seen in around 600 MeV if only the term containing the t I=0 ππ,ππ amplitude would be present, this is, with a shape similar to the solid line in Fig. 7 . When the t I=0 ππ,ππ term interferes with the contact term of Fig. 1a) , represented by the "1" in the formulae, the shape in the σ region is strongly modified to something much more similar to the final shape of the dΓ/dM I curve. Therefore one can conclude that when doing an analysis of the experimental data to extract the σ mass and width one has to allow the σ meson amplitude to interfere with a polynomial containing at least the constant term. A similar narrow π + π − distribution is found experimentally in the J/Ψ → ppπ + π − decay [32] and the theoretical explanation found in [15] was analogous to the one found here, from the interference of a tree level mechanism with a rescattering mechanism involving the ππ scattering matrix in the "σ" channel. This situation is different to the one found in other reactions like γγ → π 0 π 0 [33] , where the direct contact term is forbidden and the amplitude is dominated by the loop terms proportional to t I=0 ππ,ππ . In this case the shape of the π 0 π 0 distribution is very wide, resembling the solid line in Fig. 7 [33] [34] [35] . It is also interesting to present a different interpretation of this peak. Since in the σ region the KK channel is not important we can use the Bethe-Salpeter equation with only one channel, ππ, and then we have
Since in the first of Eqs. (18), neglecting the KK channel, one has the contribution 1 + G ππ t I=0 ππ,ππ , then one can make
Hence, the shape in the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − channel around M I = 500 MeV is given roughly by |t see for J/Ψ → φπ + π − that the term generating the σ, t I=0 ππ,ππ , has a coefficient (ν −1) which vanishes if the OZI rule is exact, as we pointed out before. Given the smallness of the OZI rule breaking that we have found, this term is small and hence there is practically no trace of the σ in the J/Ψ → φπ + π − decay. On the other hand, there are no OZI restrictions in the coefficient of the t I=0 KK,ππ amplitude, which contains the f 0 (980) pole, and hence the f 0 (980) resonance appears neatly and dominates the distribution. In the ωπ + π − channel, the t I=0 KK,ππ and t I=0 ππ,ππ terms are both not OZI suppressed and have comparable weight and hence both the σ and the f 0 (980) show up with comparable strength. This discussion is only approximate, in the sense that the final shapes and strengths are determined when added coherently to the rest of mechanisms of the model, but it describes accurately the qualitative behavior.
In order to give an idea of the uncertainties of our model, we show in Fig. 8 the final results with the theoretical error band obtaining implementing a Montecarlo gaussian sampling of the parameters used in the model within their error bounds. We only show the result for G < 0, since the result for G > 0 produces a very similar plot. The agreement within errors is quite fair even in the f 0 (980) in the J/Ψ → φπ + π − channel if one would reduce by an extra ∼ 15% the plot in the f 0 (980) region due to the experimental binning. With the results obtained so far, it is interesting to test the model in other decay channels having K + K − as final pseudoscalar pair, without introducing any extra freedom. We have thus evaluated the invariant mas distribution of the
The experimental data for the J/Ψ → ωK + K − decay channel has been taken from DM2 [9] experiment. The experimental data J/Ψ → φK + K − has been taken from DM2 [9] and MARK-III [10] experiments. There are large uncertainties in the total normalization of the experimental data given the smallness of the phase space region considered. Actually one has to consider an extra ∼ 30% of systematic error in the experimental data for the ωK + K − channel [9] not included in the data shown. We present in Figs. 9 and 10 the results for both solutions of Eq. (38) showing the contribution of the "direct" mechanisms (dashed line), all the rest of diagrams together (dashed-dotted line) and the final result with the theoretical error band (solid line). It is important to stress that nothing has been fitted in these channels, meaning that we are using the same results of Eq. (38). We see again the important role played by the interferences between the "direct" terms and the rest of diagrams in order to obtain the final shape and strength of the invariant mass distributions. In the plots of both channels one can see the trend of the curve accumulating strength close to the threshold, given the proximity of the f 0 (980) resonance below threshold. The agreement of the results is quite fair, giving the large experimental uncertainties, also in the normalization, and the non trivial f 0 (980) meson effect.
It is remarkable that the strength of the direct" terms is very different in these cases. It is very large for the case G > 0 and quite small for G < 0, particularly in the J/Ψ → φK + K − channel, in spite of which the final results are very similar and this experiment does not help to discriminate between both solutions. The study of these K + K − decay processes shows however how important the "non direct" mechanisms are for these processes.
Conclusions
We have made a comprehensive study of the J/Ψ decay into one vector meson and two pseudoscalars, addressing mainly questions about the scalar mesons and the role played by the OZI rule. Apart from "direct" mechanisms used in previous works, we have included other mechanisms which proved relevant in similar reactions. The first and most important mechanism considered is the one containing the "direct" J/ΨV P P vertex implementing also the final state interaction of the pseudoscalar pair, following the techniques of the chiral unitary approach, which allows to extend the predictive power of ChPT up to energies ∼ 1.2 GeV. This chiral unitary approach implements unitarity in coupled channels and many resonances, specially the scalar mesons, are generated dynamically, showing up as poles in the meson-meson scattering amplitudes. The J/ΨV P P vertex amplitudes have been constructed using SU(3) arguments to relate the different channels and also parametrizing the amplitudes in a way which clearly manifest the role of the OZI rule. We have also included in the model other mechanisms where the J/Ψ decays into a vector or axialvector and a pseudoscalar meson and vector or axial-vector meson subsequently decays into the final vector and another pseudoscalar meson. For the J/Ψ to vector and axialvector coupling, we have proposed a suitable phenomenological Lagrangian. We have also implemented in this mechanisms the final meson-meson state interaction which has turned out to be important in our results, since it dynamically generates the scalar mesons. These mechanisms are crucial to determine the final shape and strength of the invariant mass distribution through interferences with the "direct" terms. Given the fact that the strength of these sequential vector and axial-vector exchange mechanisms is fixed, it was important to carry a fit to the data with absolute normalization in order to obtain meaningful values for the parameters of the "direct" terms.
The only two free parameters in our model are the coupling of the direct J/ΨV P P vertex and the OZI rule violation parameter, λ φ . Fitting our model to the J/Ψ → ωπ + π − and J/Ψ → φπ + π − experimental data we obtain values of λ φ clearly different from zero and reasonably smaller than one, what manifests the OZI rule violation within reasonable values.
Concerning the scalar mesons, it is important to stress first that the final shape and strength of the bump appearing in the ππ invariant mass distribution in the ωππ channel at ∼ 500 MeV is determined by a subtle interference between the final state interaction in the direct J/ΨV P P mechanisms and the tree level direct J/ΨV P P decay. This means that the shape and position of the bump does not directly represent the physical properties of the σ meson, since it is distorted due to interferences with other terms not related to the σ meson. Alternatively, we also showed that the relative narrowness of the peak was due to the stronger M I dependence of the kernel V of the Bethe-Salpeter equation rather than the M I dependence of the t I=0 ππ,ππ scattering amplitude. Therefore one has to be extremely careful when using the experimental data to extract the physical σ meson properties by fitting Breit-Wigner-like shapes.
On the other hand, the relative weights of the f 0 (980) and the σ meson are well reproduced in both the ωππ and φππ channels in spite of their large difference in these channels. This relative weight is mainly determined by the OZI rule violation parameter and the interferences of the "direct" terms with the other mechanisms, specially in the f 0 (980) region. In our model, since the scalar mesons are dynamically generated through the resummed meson-meson amplitude, the relative weight between the f 0 (980) and the σ mesons is related to the relative weight between the KK → ππ and ππ → ππ, in I = 0, scattering amplitudes. Specially remarkable is the agreement in the f 0 (980) region of the ωππ channel despite the smallness of the bump.
Finally, we have applied our results to the ωKK and φKK decay channels, obtaining a fair agreement without introducing any extra freedom in the model. This is a nice test of the present model, both reproducing the absolute strength, and also the shape, which shows much strength close to threshold as a reflection of the proximity of the f 0 (980) resonance below threshold.
In conclusion, we have obtained a good description of these interesting J/Ψ decays combining phenomenological Lagrangians and the techniques of the chiral unitary approach to implement the final state rescattering of the pseudoscalar pairs, quantifying the controversial non-trivial role of the scalar mesons and the violation of the OZI rule. The fact that once more one is able to reproduce the shape and strength of the f 0 (980) and the σ resonances without the need to introduce them as explicit degrees of freedom provides an extra support to the idea of the nature of these resonances as dynamically generated from the interaction of the mesons.
plus the crossed one, with P ′ .
-J/Ψ → φπ + π − :
-J/Ψ → ωK + K − : Intermediate K 1 (1270): The diagrams are like in Fig. 2 changing ρ by K 1 (1270) and pions by kaons.
Pion loops:
Kaon loops:
The diagrams are like in Fig. 4 changing ω by φ.
-J/Ψ → ωK + K − :
Pion loops:
The diagrams are like in Fig. 3 
-J/Ψ → φK + K − :
Pion loops: 
